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COMPRESSPORT®
COMPRESSION SUPPLIER OF TINKOFF-SAXO PRO CYCLING TEAM
COMPRESSPORT®, the brand already 9 times World Champion
is glad and proud to announce this new partnership with UCI Pro Tour Tinkoff-Saxo.
Tinkoff-Saxo Pro Riders will bene�it from the COMPRESSPORT® technologies with:
- Pro Racing Armsleeves: during the effort in training, and for recovery after the races.
- Full Legs sleeves: The ultimate recovery tool night and day
- Full Socks: For travelling (by air, by car, by bus,..) in the best conditions possible

The riders and the team’s medical staff tested COMPRESSPORT® products during their pre-season training camp in
Las Palmas (Canary Islands) and their return was unanimous.
Tinkoff-Saxo chose COMPRESSPORT® for:
- Its technical know-how and the speci�ic conception techniques used to develop the products
- The consistency of the products’ quality 100% Made in Europe
- The reactivity of the Compressport’s staff to the team’s speci�ic demands.

Counting in its rank world class riders such as Alberto Contador, Roman Kreuziger, Karsten Kroon, Daniele Bennati and
Chris Anker Sorensen, Tinkoff Saxo will be aiming for wins at all major Grand Tours.
"Using compression socks is very important in order to optimize my recovery time after hard training but also during long
�lights or car rides. I think Compressport make the best product on the market and I �ind it indispensable in my everyday
routine as a professional cyclist" said Daniele Bennati.

This partnership will enable a close collaboration between Compressport’s R&D team and the riders in order to
develop quality products responding to the demands of elite racing.
Born in Switzerland in 2008, COMPRESSPORT® is the benchmark product in the sports compression market. It is the only
brand to offer seamless products specially designed and developed for each different muscle chains.
COMPRESSPORT® is recognized as a leader in compression thanks to the technical features and unique designs of its
product range and their quality. Developed in Switzerland, all products are manufactured in Europe.
As the existing of�icial supplier of Compression to the French Swimming Federation, the French Tennis Federation and the
Of�icial Compression Partner of many World Class triathlete and trail runners and with this new sensational high
performance alliance with Tinkoff-Saxo Pro Tour Team, COMPRESSPORT® continues its breakaway in the cycling market.
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